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Coupled oscillations of charge carriers and magnetic moments of atoms in antiferromagnetic semiconductors 
and metals are investigated in the case of an isotropic carrier dispersion law and for an arbitrary Fermi 
surface. It is shown that in such bodies resonance between the carrier and spin wave oscillations (MHD-spin 
resonance) occurs for a certain value of the external magnetic field strength. This resonance coupling of 
modes occurs in a broad frequency range (and not for a single resonance frequency). Fluctuation correlators 
of quantities characterizing the crystal are determined and also the cross sections for scattering of slow 
neutrons, electrons and electromagnetic waves with excitation (or absorption) of MHD-spin waves. It is 
shown that splitting of the cross section maxima occurs in the MHD-spin resonance point. 

INTRODUCTION 

As is well known, the oscillations of the carriers and 
the oscillations of the magnetic moments in antiferro
magnetic metals and semiconductors are not indepen
dent; owing to the interaction between these oscillations, 
several branches of coupled electromagnetic- spin waves 
are produced in such antiferromagnets1>. So far, only 
two types of such waves were investigated: plasma-spin 
waves and helicon-spin waves[5J. Yet the coupling be
tween the spin waves and the hydrodynamic oscillations 
of the carriers (MHD-spin waves) should also be of 
great interesr>. The reason is that both the MHD waves 
and one of the branches of the spin waves (the low
activation wave) are characterized by a linear disper
sion law, and their phase velocities depend on the ex
ternal magnetic field. At a definite value of the latter, 
the phase velocities of the MHd wave and of the spin 
wave coincide; then a resonant coupling of the waves 
arises in an entire range of frequencies (and not only at 
one resonant frequency as in the case of ordinary elec
tromagnetic- spin resonance). 

The phenomenon of MHD-spin resonance should be
come manifest primarily in a considerable increase of 
the surface impedance of the antiferromagnet. In the 
case of ordinary electromagnetic-spin resonance, a 
monochromatic wave is necessary in order to observe 
an increase of the impedance (with a very small fre
quency spread). In our case, when the resonance at a 
definite value of the magnetic field sets in in a wide fre
quency range (superposition of the dispersion curves), 
an increase of the impedance should take place for 
broad wave packets. Furthermore, this phenomenon 
should appear when slow neutrons, electrons, and x-rays 
are scattered in the antiferromagnet. Namely, when the 
magnetic field approaches its resonant value, a splitting 
of the sharp maxima of the differential scattering cross 
section should take place3 >. 

llCoupled electromagnetic-spin waves in ferromagnetic semiconductors 
and metals were investigated in[l-J] (see also the review141). 

2>The possible existence of a unique MHD-spin resonance in the 
antiferromagnetic phase of metallic chromium was noted in16-71, but 
coupled MHD-spin waves were not investigated thoroughly. 

3>Raman scattering of light in antiferromagnets, with allowance for the 
coupling between the spin waves and ordinary sound was considered 
by Bolotin and one of the authors181. 

To observe MHD- spin resonance in antiferromag
netic metals, it is necessary to use temperatures lower 
than or of the order of 10°K, for at higher temperatures 
the MHD waves begin to attenuate strongly (mainly be
cause of electron collisions). The resonant value of the 
magnetic field depends on the parameters of the anti
ferromagnet (the Neel temperature, the carrier density, 
etc.) and lies in the interval 103-105 Oe. The resonant 
coupling of the MHD and spin waves should take place in 
this case in the entire frequency range from 109 to 
1012 sec-1• 

1. ISOTROPIC CARRIER DISPERSION. SPECTRA 

We are interested in coupled MHD- spin waves in the 
region 

v~ w ~ wH, kv~ wHcos-'6, 
_ eH m,v, + m.,v, m,v, + m,v, (1) 

Wa - , 'V = V = ..._:......:......:,--_:__::.... 
(m,+m,)c m,+m, m,+m, ' 

where m1, m2 and vi:\ v21 are the effective masses and 
free-path times of the conduction electrons and of the 
holes; v1 and v2 are the limiting Fermi velocities in the 
metal or the thermal velocities in the semiconductor; 
k and w are the wave vector and frequency of the wave, 
and e is the angle between k and H (the constant mag
netic field H is directed along the anisotropy axis z). 
If 4 > n1 = n2 = n (n1 and n2 are the electron and hole 
densities) then the conductivity tensor a is diagonal in 
the chosen coordinate system, and the longitudinal con
ductivity (along the field) is large compared with the 
transverse one. The transverse- conductivity compon
ents are given by[ oJ 

( 3:rt kvcos6tg'6) o,1 = CJ.L ll,1+-e,e1 • , 
8 v-&w (2)* 

CJ.L = n(m, +m,)c'H-'(v- iw), e=(kH)·-'[kH]. 

The nonzero components of the high-frequency mag
netic susceptibility tensor of an antiferromagnet with 
easy-plane anisotropy are[lo] 

x.g,• 
x .. = IJ,'-w'' 

x.g,• 
Xu= Q22- (1)2 ; 

4>We note that this condition is satisfied at low temperatures by many 
antiferromagnetic metals (for example, Cr and Mn). 

*[kH) =k X H. 
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Q,'= QH' +(gH,)' +·Q,'sin-•e, (3) 
Q, = kvm, Vm = gH,(a- a')'"('~ -·~')-V•sin6; 

QH = gH, H,=(26(~- ~'))~'>M,, 6=:xo-•, (4) 

where xo is the static magnetic susceptibility (xo « 1}, 
Mo is the magnetic moment of the sublattice, g is the 
gyromagnetic ratio, a and a' are the exchange con
stants, and {3 and {3' are the magnetic-anisotropy con
stants. H H < H2, where H2 = 25 Mo, then in the ground 
state the magnetic moments of the sublattices are orien
ted at an angle® to the anisotropy axis (cos® = H/H2, 
the y axis is chosen to be perpendicular to the equili
brium directions of the magnetic moments of the sub
lattices). We present also expressions for the nonzero 
components of the tensor x in the case when H1 < H 
< H2: 

(the formulas in (5) are valid if ak2 « 1, which is 
always the case by virtue of the inequalities (1)). 

(5) 

From Maxwell's equations we can obtain with the aid 
of (2)- (5) a dispersion equation for coupled MHD- spin 
waves with a linear dispersion law. In the cases of 
greatest interest (if the vector k is perpendicular to the 
x axis or if kv « w, the only case when weakly-damped 
waves are possible} this equation takes the form 

(w'- k'v.') (w'- k'vm ')- 4n:xok'v.'vm 2 sin' 6 = 0, (6} 

where va = cwH/nL is the Alfven velocity, and nL 
= 41Te2n/(mt + m2). (We neglect the small terms propor
tional to v/w, which describe the damping of the oscilla
tions.) Equation (6) describes the coupling of one of 
the spin waves with a fast magnetosonic (FMS) wave. 
The other spin wave (in the first approximation in xo) 
does not interact with the MHD oscillations. The Alfven 
MHD wave also turns out to be uncoupled with the os
cillations of the spin density (in the case when kv » w 
this wave can propagate only at the angle 8 = 0). The 
waves described by the dispersion equation (6) are in 
general transverse and elliptically polarized. 

At a magnetic field H = Hr, where 

H, = [2(a- a') I e':xol ~'>(m, + m.)l:lLgM,, (7) 

the phase velocities of the unperturbed oscillations coin
cide, va = vm (MHD-spin resonance). For antiferro
magnetic metals with n1 = n2 (for example, Cr and Mn), 
the value of the resonant field (depending on the Neel 
temperature, the effective masses, and the carrier den
sities) lies in the interval 103-105 Oe. 

At the resonant value of the magnetic field, the fre
quencies of the coupled waves differ from the frequen
cies of the spin and the FMS waves by an amount on the 
order of x~ 12 , 

(i)± = kvm (1 ± L\), Ll = (:rt:Xo) Yo sin 6. (8} 

Far from the MHD- spin resonance, the corrections to 
the frequencies are much smaller (proportional to xo). 

FLUCTUATIONS AND PARTICLE SCATTERING 

To calculate the correlation functions, it is conven
ient to use the general methods of fluctuation theoryC11J. 
Omitting the cumbersome calculations, we present the 

final expressions for the Fourier components of the 
correlators of the fluctuations of the magnetic induction 
for the coupled waves far from resonance (the charge 
density in the MHD-spin waves does not fluctuate, be
cause these waves are transverse). For the FMS wave 
we have 

(b') •• = 8n'li(N. + 1){1)'1\({1)2 - k'v.'), (9) 

and for the spin wave 
<bz Va' sin2 9 ) •• = 32n'li(N. + 1):x, •~( ' k' ') 

(v.'-vm')'Wu 61.- Vm ' 
(10) 

where Nw = (efiw/T- 1r1, and T is the sample tempera
ture. 

The differential cross section for the scattering of 
slow neutrons by a FMS wave (far from resonance), per 
atom, is 

da = N.+1(f.lnF(k))''ll( '-.k' ')d' 
n nvnNo li2 CO ro Va p ' (11) 

where vn and f.J.n are the velocity and magnetic moment 
of the neutron, F(k) is the magnetic form factor, p' is 
the momentum of the scattered neutron, nw and fik are 
the change of the energy and momentum of the neutron 
upon scattering, and No is the density of the atoms of 
the antiferromagnet. For scattering by a spin wave (far 
from resonance) we have 

da =4 N.+1[ f.lnF(k)v.'sine ]" .'6( '-k' ')d' (12) 
n Xo VnNo ii2(v,/- Vm 2) (I) (I) Vm p • 

Comparing (11) and (12), we see that far from the 
MHD- spin resonance the cross section for scattering of 
neutrons by a spin wave is smaller, in order of magni
tude, by a factor xi/ than the cross section for scatter
ing by a FMS wave. 

The scattering of electrons by MHD- spin waves (not 
accompanied, as indicated, by charge-density fluctua
tions) is due to the interaction of their spins with the 
fluctuations of the magnetic induction, and is therefore 
fully analogous to the scattering of slow neutrons. The 
expressions for the scattering cross sections are ob
tained from formulas (11) and (12) by making the substi
tutions 

(13) 

where ve and f.J.e are the velocity and the magnetic mo
ment of the electron. 

When the MHD- spin resonance point is approached 
(va- Vm}, the sharp maximum of the differential scat
tering cross section, corresponding to scattering by the 
FMS wave, splits into two sharp maxima that are close 
to each other. To obtain the correlator of the magnetic
induction fluctuations and the particle scattering cross 
section at the resonance point, it suffices to make in 
expressions (9)-(12) the substitution 

6(w 2 - k'v.')-->- 1/2{-.S(oo'- w+') + 6(oo'- w_')}, (14) 

where the frequencies w+ are determined by formulas 
(8). The splitting of the maximum takes place, obvi
ously, only in the case of weak damping of the coupled 
waves, .o.w >> v, where .o.w = iw+- w-1. If this condition 
is not satisfied, then both maxima become superimposed 
on one another. In this case the correlation functions 
and the scattering cross sections near the resonance 
are determined by the same formulas as in th~ non
resonant region. 
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Besides the splitting of the maxima of the scattering 
cross sections, the phenomenon of MHD-spin resonance 
should become manifest also by an appreciable increase 
of the surface impedance of the antiferromagnet. In the 
case of ordinary electromagnetic-spin resonance (inter
section of the dispersion curves at a definite value of 
the frequency) a monochromatic wave (with a very 
small frequency spread) is necessary in order to ob
serve the growth of the impedance. In our case, when 
the resonance at H = Hr occurs in a wide frequency 
range (superposition of the dispersion curves), the in
crease of the impedance should take place for broad 
wave packets. 

2. ARBITRARY CARRIER DISPERSION. SPECTRA 

If the inequalities (1) are satisfied and w « kv (this 
occurs in metals at H ;G 103 Oe), then the transverse 
conductivity (relative to the field) may turn out to be 
large in comparison with the longitudinal conductivity in 
definite ranges of magnetic fields. In this case, reson
ance between electromagnetic and spin waves is possi
ble for antiferromagnets with anisotropy of the easy
axis type (at H < H1). Using Maxwell's equations and 
the known expressions for the longitudinal conductiv
ity[ 12] 

a,.=---~ (v-iw) -e' I dn I 
k' cos' 8 .t... , deF 

and for the magnetic susceptibility of the crystal.[ 10J 

- _ 1 [Q,(Q,-QH) + Q,(Q,+QH)] 
~-b-~~ ~-~ ~-~ ' 

. [ Q, - QH Q, + QH ] 
Xxv = - Xt~x = - 'XoW Ra z - wz - Q4 z - wz 

Y,xt = Xz:c = Xyz = ;(zy = 0; 

[ a-a']'" Q,,, = gH, 1 + --, k' ± Qn, 
~-II 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

we obtain the dispersion equation of the coupled (low
activation) MHD-spin waves 

(w'- w,') (w'- Q,')- 2nxow'Q,Q" = 0, (18) 

(J)I = k'crn I sine cos e I' rn = 14ne' L ~:.r'· ' (19) 

where rD is the Debye radius and EF is the Fermi en
ergy. (The summation in (15) and (19) is over all types 
of carriers.) We note that Eq. (18) describes weakly
damped waves only if H1- H « H1. (The high-activation 
spin wave does not interact with oscillations of the elec
tron fluid.) 

At a specified value of the magnetic field and of the 
angle e, the electromagnetic- spin resonance takes place 
at wave-vector values k = k 0, where 

k,' = g(H,- H) (20) 
ern I sine cos e 1 

(ko ~ 1014 cm-1 and ~ 105 cm-1 for a metal and for a 
semiconductor,, respectively). At the point of the elec
tromagnetic-spin resonance, the frequencies of the 
coupled spin waves are given by 

( n x,H, ) ''• 
~= --- . 

2 H,-H 

We note that these formulas are valid at not too low 

(21) 

values of the difference H1- H (H1- H ~ g-1v), for 
otherwise the inequalities (1) are violated. Recognizing 
that v ;2; 109 sec-1 in metals, we see that the frequen
cies w + and w _ are close to each other, and t:, « 1. 

FLUCTUATIONS AND SCATTERING PROCESSES 

We present expressions for the charge-density and 
magnetic-induction fluctuation correlators for the elec
tromagnetic wave far from resonance and for the cross 
section for the scattering of slow neutrons by this wave: 

w' 
(p') •• = h(N. + 1)-ctg' 86(w'- w,'), (22) 

2c' 

(b') •• = 8n'h(lli. + 1) w'o(w.'..:.:. w,'), 

N. + 1 ( f.t,F(k) )' dcr. = -- -- w'll(w'- w ')dp' 
nv.N, h' 1 • 

For a spin wave far from resonance we have 

(p') •• = nfi(N. + 1)x,k'(krn) 2 Q,'Qaw,' cos'86(w'- Q ') 
({!),'- Q,')' ' ' 

. Q Q 'ro • 
(b') •• =16n'h(N.+1)xo " ' 1 6(w'-Q') 

Q, (w,'-Q.')' • ' 

dcrn=2oN.+1[J.tnF(k)w,'Q,]'QH ' ' ' 
'X N h.'( , ,..., ') o-6(w - Q, )dp. 

Vn o Wt - ~'" ~'' 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

We note that the scattering of neutrons polarized along 
a constant magnetic field by waves of the types consid
ered is always accompanied by spin flip. 

The cross section for the scattering of electrons by 
coupled waves is a sum of two terms: 

dcr, = dcr. + dcr,, 

where dap is the cross section for the scattering of 
electrons by the charge density fluctuations (electric 
scattering), and dab is the cross section for the scatter
ing due to the interaction of the electron spin with the 
fluctuations of the magnetic induction (magnetic scatter
ing). The cross sections for electric scattering by the 
electromagnetic and spin waves are 

N. + 1 ( ero' )' dcr.=-- -- ctg'81l(w'-w,')dp', 
nv,N, h'k'c 

d N. + 1 erDwl cos' e ]' a.= Xo--N- li'( , ,..., ') Q.'Qnll(w'- Q.')dp'. 
Ve o l Wt - ~'• 

(28) 

(29) 

The cross section for magnetic scattering are obtained 
in both cases from (24) and (27) with the aid of the sub
stitution (13). We note that in this case 

(30) 

The differential cross sections for the scattering of 
x-rays by the electromagnetic and spin waves far from 
resonance are 

dcr, = h N. + 1 f.~) ~tg' 81l(w'- ro,')dQ' do', 
4nN, ~me' (31) 

dcr = 1i N. + 1 [ ek'rnw1 cos' 8 ] Q 'Q II( , _ Q ')dQ' d , (32) 
• Xo 2N, mc'(w,'- Q.') ' " w ' 0 · 

(Q' is the frequency of the scattered photon). 
We note that in the nonresonant region, the cross 

section for the scattering of neutrons, electrons, and 
photons by the spin waves are smaller by a factor x(/ 
than the cross sections of the corresponding processes 
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on the electromagnetic wave. At the point of the elec
tromagnetic-spin resonance, the maximum correspond
ing to the intense scattering by the electromagnetic 
wave becomes split. To obtain the fluctuation correla
tors and the scattering cross sections at the resonance 
point, it suffices to make in formulas (22)-(24), (28), 
and (31) the substitution 

6(w'- w/)-+ 1/2 {ll(co'- w+') + 6(w'- 00_•) }, (33) 

where the frequencies w± are defined in (21). 
We note in conclusion that to take into account the 

damping of the coupled oscillations it is necessary to 
make the following substitutions in all the expressions 
obtained for the fluctuation correlators and the scatter
ing cross sections 

.. ( , ') 2 y.w. 
u<O-O>"~ 

n (w'-w.')'+('2y,w,)' 
(34) 

where Yk is the damping decrement of the wave with 
frequency wk. 
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